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Statement to President Barack Obama on his Prayer breakfast comments concerning
Ugandas anti-homosexuality law.

“We may disagree about gay marriage, but surely we can agree that it is unconscionable to target gays
and lesbians for who they are -- whether it's here in the United States or, as Hillary mentioned, more
extremely in odious laws that are being proposed most recently in Uganda,” Obama told the National
Prayer Breakfast on 4 February in Washington.

President Barack Obama makes two mistakes; first Ugandaʼs anti-homosexuality law
only prescribes the capital punishment in cases where the victims are children or the
handicapped. This is consistent with the exisiting laws for similar crimes by
heterosexuals. We wonder if President Obama thinks that the heterosexual rape of a
girls is a lesser crime than the homosexual rape of a handicapped boy?
Secondly, homosexuals and lesbians are never targetted for who they are, rather
what they do. It is the repugnant sexual acts which they do which constitutes a crime, a
sin and a rebellion against the order of nature. Here in Africa, we believe homosexuals
can CHANGE. It is very dissappointing for Africans to hear Obama who ran on the ticket
of "change we can believe in" loosing courage when we postulate in faith that
homosexuals can truly change. We wish to tell him, that Sodomy is neither the change
we want nor can believe in.
Thirdly, we wish to remind Obama that the unborn babies killed under his extremely
odius laws of abortion, are the ones who are killed not for what they have done, but
just because they are. Shame on his administration for agitating to protect abnormal
and deviant sexual acts, when innocent babies are butcherd daily in the abortion
industry which is funded by his administration.
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Obamas comments will not stop the passage of the anti-homosexuality bill, but rather
it has shown us that of all the problems that Africa has, the priority is not HIV/AIDS or
trade but Sodomy. African History will remember President George W. Bush for helping
to stop the spread of the deadly HIV/AIDS, Malaria and Tuberclosis with his presidential
emergencey fund (PEPFAR). On the other hand we are writing Obamas history as one
whose single focus is a divisive obsession with the spread of sodomy in Africa. We are
sad that the presidetial emergency response of Barack Obama is the use of the white
house as a bully pulpit to spread sodomy, while enabling the murder of millions of
unborn babies in his unconscionable and extremely odious abortion laws.
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